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REMARKS ON THETA SERIES
　　　　By
Atsushi Shimizu
　　In this note we prove two propositions about theta series。The field of real
numbers will be denoted by R, the field of complex numbers by　Ｃ、and　Siegel
upper half domain of degrｅｅｎ by Ｈｎ。And exp(2π、/⊇｢ｚ｣will be denoted by
e{z)。Ａ theta series ぺtL]{z＼x) of theta chararcteristic(k' ＼. defined by
　　　　　ＪにL](小犬否ぴ(ﾔ(ｏが)z(r十が)十ャ十が)(ｘ十万″))
where ( )ER271 and (Z, Z)G HnXC".
One of the two propsitions is the follows；
Proposition 1. Ｌｅt fi{z, x)=-9[tｼ]{z＼x)ｂｅ ｍ thetａ ｓｅｒieｓof　thetａ ｃｈａｒａｃ-
t‘eristic(じ*;,)(.=!. 2,…，　ｍ). 1/(ﾙ)ま(ｺﾞﾚ)(ｍｏｄ Z'") for an：バ，バ1≦i＜j≦励
then fi, fz,…, /m are Urn?arlyindep四面面over C.
In ａ special case, when （ﾙ）Ｅ（ｽﾚ）（ｍｏｄ Ｑ“）for any　ij (1≦沁j≦㈲。
the result was given in Ｓ.Koizumi's lecture at University of Tsukuba。







In case that（tL）EQ271，the result has been already known (Igusa［1], p。
174 Theorem 1). And we can see easily that the converse of proposition 2 is true.
　　Proposition 2 was proved first by Ａ. Seyama ［3］and later by the author
independently, but since the two proofs are quite different in principle, the
author believes that his proof is worth publishing･
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　　　1. Proof OF Proposition Ｌ　The proof will be by induction　on　用。The
result　is　trivial　for m―1, so assume then that the result is true for 謂－ 1, and
consider the proposition as stated above for m functions.　Suppose the result　is
not true. and there exist m complex numbers どIl,0,2)･‥，ａｍ　which　are　not all
zero, such　that　αゴ1＋ａ函万＋…ａｍyｍ＝0.Ｆrｏｍ the induction hypothesis, の≠０


















hypothesis, so the proof is completed。
　　　Remark.　Let /,,八，…，八　be automorphic functions which　respectively
belong to factors of automorphy p1，ρ2，…，ρ771which are different from one
another.　Similarly to the above proof we can　prove　the fo1!owing proposition：
if pi!pj is ａ constant factor of automorphy for any i，j then fx，/．，゛ ‥，f 　ａｒｅ
linearly independent over Ｃ
　　　But in general八,八，…> J m. are not always linearly　independent.　For　ex-
ample, define ａ factor of automorphy p on Ｃ with respect to an analytic　trans-
formation group　G={1, －1}bｙ　p{l, ｚ)71　and　p(－1， ｚ)ニニe＼and　put　pl=l,
ρドニρ，ρ3＝ρ2.　Ｔｈｅｎムニ二－1･八゜1＋回汀T3°一回２are automorphy functions which





















e6'" and put かご＝（
峠″＝（






















Lemma 2. Let u be any element of GL(jちZ).　で昌四
　　　　　　　　刃[tL](ｚμ)＝刃[ござ](‰こ副‰ズ)
Ｈｅｎｃｅ　i仁ひ[IL]{z＼O)is ｉｄｅｎticalhi　ｚｅｒｏａｓａ ず皿ｃtｉｏｎ　of ｚＥＨ。ｓo iｓ ひ[乙ざ](ｚlo)｡
These two lemmas are easily proved.
Proof OF Proposition 2. When n―1, since
　　　　　　　19[tL](ｚlo)＝ｲ3](刮ｚが十k")e(ﾚとが縁伴が≪)，
both J[tL](ｚlo)ａｎｄ刃[§](刈ｚが十ど)ａrｅ identically zero at the same time.
ＢｕtＪ[§](ｚけ)is zero if and only if ズ∈(ﾚと十Ｚ)ｚ十(ﾚと十Ｚ)＝{αｚ十刎ａ≡古，
わ≡一言(ｍｏｄ ｚ) }。ＨｅｎｃｅＪ[§](ｚはが十万″)iｓ　identically　zero　if　and　only　if






































and in either case the result is true.
　　Now assuming n>2, we shall complete the proof by induction on ７７.Suppose
Ｊ[22](ｚlO)is identically zero.
　　Case 1) If there exists i (1≦i≦n) such that 2ゐ;≠Oor2起首0 or 2りな7≡０
(ｍｏｄＺ)，ｗｅ may assume ｉ＝1
利壮大[ご
Then by Lemma １
](ご↓10)＝o　for
any ｚヤΞＨ１，ｚいΞＨ，-1
Since -9[tll](対10)iｓ not identically zero, 汐[jlL](ｚ↓10) is identically zero,
呑[ttL](ｚ↓10) is identically zero hence we have 2犀≡2昌″≡O(ｍｏｄ Ｚ７１-1)ａｎd
2哺↓'た↓″≠O(ｍｏｄZ) from the induction hypothesis。
j≧2 such that め≡貯≡后づmod ｚ）
assume ;=2. Now by Lemma １，
引壮大[ぶ
Then there exists an integer
(if not, 2哺↓痩↓″≡Ｏ(ｍｏｄ Z)). We may
](対10)＝o　for
any ｚか三Ｈ２，指ＥＨｎ-2ﾀ
Since 2'k%'kl″≡2哺が糾″-ﾑﾚ≡Ｏ(ｍｏｄ ｚ)，呑[UL](410) is not identically zero。
This implies that 2が≡２肘≡Ｏ and ＵＷドO(ｍｏｄ Z), hence ２が≡２ｙ≡Ｏ(ｍｏｄ Ｚ勺
and 2随活″=2k{k'[＋2堕↓泌↓″まO(ｍｏｄ･Ｚ)。
　　Case 2)Ｎｏｗ we assume for any 削1≦f≦癩２かf≡2肘≡0，2低回半O(ｍｏｄ Ｚ)，
that is, 肩≡肘≡古(ｍｏｄ Z) for any i. In this case, if -9[tL](zlO)is identically
zero, n must be odd。In fact, if 77is even by lemma 1
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　　　　　　J[tU](ｚ刳O)刃[ttL](410)＝o　for any ｚ駈三Ｈ２，ｚいΞHn-2.
・
But from the induction hypothesis neither Ｊ[2F](頑O)ｎｏｒ Ｊ[tlL](410)iｓ
identically zero。This contradicts the hypothesis。Now if　71 is oddパlearly
2が≡2ど≡Ｏ(ｍｏｄ Ｚ勺and 2’k’k″羊O(ｍｏｄZ). Hence the proof is completed。
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